Cancer Root Cause and Cure
There is enough evidence now to say that cancer is a nutritional disease. The root cause
of cancer is a result of too many toxins along with a broken communication with the cells
due to poor nutrition. Why can this be said? If one removes the toxins, supplies good
nutrition and gets the cells back in communication with the rest of the body the person
gets well. This has been proven time an again by those who have cleansed there body of
toxins and taken in good nutrition. Is there more to it than this? You bet there is.
Why does this work? What are the mechanisms involved? Toxins of this type are
sometimes called carcinogens and are know to cause cancer. These are things like DDT,
PVC, formaldehyde, Plasticides, Pesticides, food dyes, and preservatives. Poisons from
parasitic organisms like fungus, bacteria, worms, are also toxins that can cause cancer.
Toxins of this type are anything that the body takes in and holds onto, thinking it can use
it. If it passes on through then it is not considered a toxin for these purposes.
Now, when good proper and needed nutrition is scarce and toxins are plentiful (as is the
case for food-environment of today) then toxins become part of the cells DNA-RNA
chains and nucleus that stores the pattern of the cell. For example, a DDT molecule
might look to the cell like a substitute for an amino acid it needs. So, not having the
correct amino acid, it uses the DDT instead as part of the cells DNA chains as a
substitute. Now, the problem is, this substitute doesn’t do the same thing as the original
amino acid nutrient.
The cells will try to dispel anything it doesn’t want. But if there is nothing good that it
needs and that it can take in, then it ends up taking in and using what it can get.
Think what happens when lots of different types of toxins replace good nutrition through
out the cell and nucleus. Toxic overload becomes so prevalent that it drives the
individual cell into an emergency state in order to survive. So, the pressure is on for the
cells to do something to fix itself.
All cells are trying to survive and have a way of self-checking themselves to see if they
are complete and in working order. The pattern of each cell is with-in the DNA strands
of the nucleus. Each cell has an awareness of its own state of health. It has a pattern of
what should be and a way of checking to see if the current cell meets these standards.
When something is found to be dysfunctional, then how can it be fixed?
Cell division is the natural way to fix anything that is drastically wrong with the cell.
Normally when a cell gets old it will have dead tissue and toxins that accumulate in the
cell and cell division replaces the cell with a new cell.
What happens if there are no good-nutritional building blocks to make a good and
working new cell? You guessed it, the new cell ends up with the same thing wrong with
it as was the case with the old cell. If the same toxins were used to build it, the DNA
chains and nuclease of the new cell ends up with toxic molecules embedded in it. Thus
when it does its self check (on its state of health) it comes to the same conclusion; Need
to rebuild. Thus, runaway cell division occurs. This “natural rebuilding cell division”
process is out of our control in a run-away state. We call it Cancer.
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If one takes a calculator with a held down or stuck number “9” key and continues to try
and add two numbers; what will be the predicted result? No matter how many times ones
tries to get the right answer it will come out wrong. Now, if one un-sticks the held down
“9” key, then the calculator starts giving the correct result.
The runaway cell division state will go on and on until the body dies. It has been
observed that, if the body’s cells are cleansed of toxins and supplied good nutrition,
runaway-cell-division stops and the extra cells are absorbed and go away. In other
words, the cells return to there normal function.
So, any technology that cleanses the cells and/or supplies good nutrition to the body is
valid cancer reversing technology.
Cleansing of the body’s cells can be accomplished by use of herbs that target the body’s
various filters. Colon is cleansed first, then the liver, kidneys, gull bladder, and skin.
The liver will clean the blood and the blood will clean the rest of the cells in the body.
The colon and other elimination functions are cleaned first so that back-up does not
occur. The body’s filters are kept clean by regular cleansing. There are many herbs that
target various body parts to rebuild and cleanse. Do your own research and pick what
indicates. Any approach you pick will be better than none or not starting.
Good nutrition is food without toxins. Usually they are organically grown. Juice
everything. Raw fruits and vegetables have been found to be highly beneficial when
juiced. If meats must be taken in, then juice it. Juice all foods taken in. Juiced foods
are like a transfusion, they are absorbed into the body without the extra energy of being
digested. “Supper foods” should be sought out and used where they indicate as needed.
Supplements of vitamins and minerals are needed. Due to the push to produce more
bushels per acre, the farm lands have been striped of vital trace minerals over the last 100
years. Thus, supplementation of good needed minerals is vital. Again your own research
is needed. Trust yourself, and do what your intuition says. The body will have some
level of need or craving, learn to listen to it.
The last factor holding cancer in the body and is part of the continuing cause is “broken
communication”. When a person gets cancer they tend to go out of communication
with the body part that has the cancer. This produces a ridge (or block) that further
blocks communication. When two flows meet each other head-on they produce a ridge.
The individual cells are trying to survive and the person who has the cancer is trying to
mentally kill or disown these cells. All cells cancer or not are trying to survive in
present time. A ridge is formed from your intention survive the body and your counter
intention to kill the cancer cells. This ridge can have additional intentions like hate,
disgust, not-mine, dead, all-bad, etc. Find out all of the answers to: What is one is doing
or “putting there” in present time? Then simply quit doing it.
The cure is to get back into communication with the body part or parts that have cancer.
Physically touch the outside of the body where the cancer is with your hand and at the
same time spiritually feel the body part by reaching through your body to it. Intend for
the cells to take in good nutrition and survive. Intend for the toxins to be expelled from
the cells. Flow your love to these cells. Intend for the cell to survive with increased
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awareness. Do this many times per day, until it becomes a constant standing intention
and there is no room for negative thoughts and negative intentions. It is not a matter of
belief. It becomes knowingness.
Each cell is alive and has a level of awareness. As this awareness spirals down to
apathy/death, due to toxins, it makes worse and worse decisions. Instead of repair, it has
no other recourse but to cell divide. Runaway cell division is its way of survival when
under heavy attack. The attack comes from the negative toxic intentions of the spiritual
being running the body and from the physical toxins that are prevalent in each cell.
Negative intentions make toxic chemicals that affect all cells. In this step, one is simply
removing the negative spiritual intentions that one is doing to kill off ones body (or part
of it). A wise Indian once said; No tree is so stupid as to be at war with one of its
branches. So why be at war with some body part.
Stress in the environment can produce negative emotions that can cause chemical toxins
to be released that ultimately accumulates in all of the cells of the body that are just as
bad as toxins from the outside air or food. Remove stress from your environment by
changing physical location, or by changing considerations (postulates). Simply moving
to a different place is the simplest way to remove stress. Stress can be a ridge of
communication with something or someone in the environment. Some intention is being
held in place. Find the intentions and resolve or change it.
Why hasn’t the root cause of cancer been discover by now? No real money (so they
think) to be made in a nutritional disease. There is only money to be made in treating
symptoms with drugs. By treating only symptoms you get a repeat customer when the
symptoms come back. If you cure something the customer doesn’t come back. The drug
industry has the doctors trained to be drug pushers. Most doctors start out with good
intentions but, by the time they are educated through the long education system they end
up pushing drugs.
The drug industry has a primary vested interested in making money for there stock
holders. They have little interest in curing anything and usually target only symptoms.
The irresponsible free enterprise system we have today is the root cause. We the people
allow products to be made and continually consumed, so that companies can make huge
profits with minimal responsibly for the product or its side effects.
Why does radiation therapy and chemo therapy occasionally work? Both of these
approaches put more toxins in the body. So why does this occasionally work? It
occasionally works when it is successful in making the person sick enough to change
eating habits and to get the poisons out. Relapses occur when one goes back to old toxic
eating habits.
Who wrote this report? This is authored by an independent researcher who wishes to
remain anonymous. It doesn’t matter who wrote this, if what is said is true, it will
indicate as being true at some level. The truth should stand by itself. If some of the above
is true for you, then act to take control of your own health and save your own life.
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